U.S.S. Artemis – Stardate 9901.08

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

EO_Peon says:
::Is in main engineering::

CEO_Ross says:
::In Main Engineering, making diagnostic checks on the SB overhaul ::

XOBryant says:
::::sits in the XO's chair and watches the crew efficiently do their jobs:::::

CTOFenrir says:
::On the bridge at Tactical::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Approaches CO with PADD::

CO_Tealk says:
::sitting in his chair::

OPSRegnum says:
::At ops::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::plotting system-wide, multiparabolic orbital insertions::

TO_Wilks says:
:: in security::

CO_Tealk says:
CNS : Yes Mr Sodak?

CO_Tealk says:
FCO : Mr. Vraylle, ETA to the Lyraka system?

CEO_Ross says:
*XO*:  Exec, please don’t shake the ship up too much on this mission, we're still getting the bugs out of the ships system from the Starbase's overhaul

CSO_Joe says:
::sits at his station::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: ETA to Lyraka system is 10 minutes.

CNS_Sodak says:
CO:  Here are the psychological evaluations of the crew. I thought you might want to scan them

XOBryant says:
*CEO* Its your job to keep her together Mr. Ross and I have all the faith in the world in you. ::smiles:::

CEO_Ross says:
*XO*: Aye!

SO-McMer says:
::Finishing data pull from ship's computer::

CO_Tealk says:
CNS : Thank you Mr. Sodak.. ::puts the PADD on his chair's arm, and turns to the screen::

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Sir, I have the profiles of all known intelligent life forms ready, You can now do your comparison scan.

CEO_Ross says:
EO:  Mr. Peon, help me with this field coil generator, It needs to be restarted

CSO_Joe says:
SO: Thank you ensign

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The Artemis arrives at her destination

CTOFenrir says:
::Scanning the area::

EO_Peon says:
CEO:yes sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: We are entering the Lyraka system....

CO_Tealk says:
CTO, CSO : Gentlemen? What do you see?

CNS_Sodak says:
::looks at screen::

CEO_Ross says:
::The two walk over to the maintenance access, and glide the generator out of its compartment::

XOBryant says:
::::Listens with interest to the SO's report::::

CTOFenrir says:
CO: Not much sir, I’m not  reading any other ships around

CSO_Joe says:
CO: It's just us here, sir

CO_Tealk says:
::turns to the CSO::

XOBryant says:
CO: sir shouldn't we try to keep the Artemis away from the planets a little just in case?

TO_Wilks says:
::leaves security and heads for TL::

CO_Tealk says:
XO : Number one.. We're supposed to go near.. We need to gather as much data as possible. :smiles::

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Which planet should we start with detailed scanning?

CEO_Ross says:
EO:  It appears, Mr. Peon, that Starbase Engineers missed this generator, we'll have to replace it out of the cargo bay, get a duty engineer to beam this one out back to storage and install a new generator

TO_Wilks says:
:: arives at TL, and calls it:: TL: stellar cartography

XOBryant says:
CO: yeah but since we have to take a hike anyway, wouldn't it pay to do long range transports to make sure that we aren't detected until we know if there is someone there?

CSO_Joe says:
SO: Let's start with the 4th planet

EO_Peon says:
CEO:aye sir

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Aye sir.

CO_Tealk says:
CSO : Mr. Teasley, i know your eager to get your hands on the data from this system, but what can you tell me about it now?

CO_Tealk says:
FCO : Mr. Vrayle take us to the first mark of our run..

TO_Wilks says:
:: exits TL and enters stellar cartography::

SO-McMer says:
::Starting scan of planet #4::

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Aye sir. ::runs orbital insertion plots to begin with the fourth planet::

OPSRegnum says:
::works on the OPS console, going through Crew Manifest to update internal communications network::

CEO_Ross says:
::returns to the CEO's main panel overlooking the M/ARC and begins reading the computers list of diagnostics completed so far on the ships systems::

CO_Tealk says:
OPS : Get as much power as you can to the scanners, Mr. Regnum..

OPSRegnum says:
CO: Aye Captain

XOBryant says:
:::Stands and walks over behind the SO to watch the incoming data ::::::

TO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: Chief: I am going to chart the system from stellar cartography, will you send me your and CSO's data on the system as it comes in?

OPSRegnum says:
::stops working on crew manifest and works on getting power to the sensors::

CTOFenrir says:
*TO* Sure will, thank you Mr. Wilks.

TO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: yes sir

EO_Peon says:
:::Gets a duty engineer to beam a new generator in and take the old one out than replace it with a new one:::

CTOFenrir says:
::Sends scan results to stellar Cartography::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::finds an error in the sixth decimal place of a calculation, corrects it and saves 17 seconds::

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Sir, initial readings confirm this is a class M planet. I read no settlements, or other immediate signs of intelligent life. There are some interesting mountains in the northern hemisphere.

CSO_Joe says:
SO: Good work

CO_Tealk says:
FCO : Please advise me when we enter orbit? XO : Your AT ready?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::nods to CO::

OPSRegnum says:
::works on probes::

XOBryant says:
*TO* Mr. Wilks: If you would leave the mapping to the Stellar cartography people and assemble the gear for an away team in TR 1

OPSRegnum says:
::gets back to working on crew manifest::

XOBryant says:
CO: on the way sir

TO_Wilks says:
Computer: begin charting this system, information will be being received from the bridge add it to the report of the system as it makes its way down here

EO_Peon says:
CEO: I did what you asked, sir

XOBryant says:
CO: with your permission?

CEO_Ross says:
*XO*:  Status Report:  Ship is functioning within specs +/- 5% , SB missed a field coil generator, I'm having EO Peon and the duty engineer replace it with spare from cargo bay 2

TO_Wilks says:
Computer: send finished report to my quarters

CO_Tealk says:
::nods to the XO::

CSO_Joe says:
CO: Do you think we should launch some probes?

CTOFenrir says:
::Sends two extra security guards to TR1 for the away team::

SO-McMer says:
::Running second scan, focusing on mountain range. Looking for composition, and existence of caverns::

TO_Wilks says:
*XO* on my way

XOBryant says:
*CEO* thanks for the update, Mr. Ross :::shakes his head and grins::::

CO_Tealk says:
::turns back to the CSO :: CSO : I thought you'd be eager to do so.. ::smiles::

CSO_Joe says:
CO: Thank you sir

TO_Wilks says:
:: leaves stellar cartography and enters TL:: TL: security

CEO_Ross says:
EO:  Very well, begin diagnostics on it and advise me, I'll be on the bridge prior to the AT leaving the ship, the Engineering Deck is yours! ;;smiles;;

CO_Tealk says:
FCO : How long till orbit?

XOBryant says:
:::walks to the TL::: CSO: Mr. Teasely if you would join us please?

CSO_Joe says:
::prepares probes for launch::

EO_Peon says:
CEO:Aye

CSO_Joe says:
XO: Coming sir

CEO_Ross says:
::Walks towards the corridor to TL::

TO_Wilks says:
::exits TL, grabs a phaser rifle kit and re-enters TL:: TL: engineering

CTOFenrir says:
*TO* I've sent two extra officers to TR 1 to assist in the Away teams protection, you will be leading them.

CSO_Joe says:
SO: Ensign, prepare these probes. Launch when ready

CSO_Joe says:
::enters TL::

XOBryant says:
TL: Transporter Room One

EO_Peon says:
::starts diagnostics on the generator:::

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Chief? You busy down there?

CO_Tealk says:
<**>

TO_Wilks says:
*CTO*: thank you sir, i have taken a phaser rifle for the away mission, it that okay?

TO_Wilks says:
::Exits TL::

CEO_Ross says:
::Enters TL:: *Bridge*  *CO*: Negative Sir, on the way up to the bridge!

TO_Wilks says:
:: gets engineering kit and re-enters TL::

TO_Wilks says:
TL sickbay

TO_Wilks says:
<:>

CTOFenrir says:
*TO* Of course, arm the rest of the security team as well

CO_Tealk says:
*CEO* : Now how did you know?

EO_Peon says:
::sees that it is ok::

CSO_Joe says:
::gets phaser rifle and get back in TL::

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Yes, sir. I just finished another planet scan, nothing new to report.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Orbital insertion in 42.3 seconds.

SO-McMer says:
::Prepares probes for standard mining assessment mission::

TO_Wilks says:
::exits TL:: gets med and science kits from sickbay and re-enters TL:: TL: shuttle bay

CEO_Ross says:
*CO*:  It's good that 2nd Officers should know what their CO is expecting

TO_Wilks says:
:: exits TL::

EO_Peon says:
duty engineer: Keep your eye on it if anything seems to go wrong with it or there is a problem inform me immediately.

SO-McMer says:
CSO: Should we start the probes over that mountain range?

TO_Wilks says:
:: opens shuttle door and sets equipment in shuttle::

CEO_Ross says:
::Exits TL on the Bridge::

EO_Peon says:
<Duty engineer>=:yes sir,

FCO_Vrayl says:
CO: Entering orbit now.

CSO_Joe says:
*SO*: Go ahead

XOBryant says:
:::walks out of the TL and heads for TR 1::::

CEO_Ross says:
::Walks to the Command Area of the bridge and sits in the XO's Chair::

SO-McMer says:
*CSO*: Aye sir, probe is ready.

CO_Tealk says:
FCO : Thank you.. *XO* :Your team ready?

CSO_Joe says:
*SO*: Launch when ready

XOBryant says:
*CO* Aye sir, ready to beam down

OPSRegnum says:
::finishes updating the internal communications frequencies, and updating the database::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::plotting best course to next planet::

SO-McMer says:
CO: Sir, permission to launch science probe?

CSO_Joe says:
::stands on TP::

CO_Tealk says:
::turns to the CEO:: CEO : You have any psychic capabilities i should know about? ::grins::

XOBryant says:
::::Looks at all the armament and feels very safe indeed::::

TO_Wilks says:
:: gathers up equipment, and heads for TL:: TL: Transporter room

CO_Tealk says:
::nods at the SO:: SO : Go ahead Mr.. McMer, right?

XOBryant says:
AT: Do you guys know something that I don't?

SO-McMer says:
CO: Yes sir, Aye sir.

CTOFenrir says:
<SEC_Smith> ::Waiting in TR1::

CEO_Ross says:
CO: No Sir, I did study Vulcan Philosophy at the Academy, perhaps you missed that entry in my Personnel record ::Cheshire Grin::

SO-McMer says:
::Launches science probe::

CSO_Joe says:
::starts modifying tricorder::

TO_Wilks says:
::enters TR:: XO: sorry I’m late

SO-McMer says:
CO: Probe away.

TO_Wilks says:
XO: thought we were taking a shuttle

SO-McMer says:
*CSO*: SIr probe away.

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Actually, I’m all too well acquainted with Vulcan Philosophy..

CSO_Joe says:
*SO*: Good

XOBryant says:
::::Shakes his head::::: *CO* on your order sir

CNS_Sodak says:
::in office double checking psychological evaluations::

CO_Tealk says:
OPS : Beam the AT down.. XO : Ready for transport..

EO_Peon says:
::monitors the warp core and other engineering personnel:::

XOBryant says:
TO: That;s ok, Mr. Wilks; we seem all prepared to fight an infantry action anyway. Just watch out for vicious tribbles, ok?

SO-McMer says:
::Setting up science station 1 for both ship's planet scan info and probe info::

CTOFenrir says:
<SEC_Smith> ::On the TR pad::

CEO_Ross says:
CO:  It was a topic that I knew nothing about, and I thought it could help me with my problem solving capabilities!

XOBryant says:
*CO* Aye sir, beaming down

OPSRegnum says:
CO: Acknowledged   ::transports::

TO_Wilks says:
XO: of course sir :: laughs::

XOBryant says:
::::De-materializes::::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::corrects another minor error to gain another 1.7 seconds::

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Well, i would help you, but I skipped my classes back on Vulcan..

TO_Wilks says:
:: de-materializes::

XOBryant says:
@:::Rematerializes on the planet::::

CSO_Joe says:
::enters transport cycle::

TO_Wilks says:
@:: rematerilaizes next to XO::

CSO_Joe says:
@::beams on planet::

XOBryant says:
@:::Looks around shaking his head, god I hate transporters!::::

TO_Wilks says:
:: hands equipment to Tac team::

TO_Wilks says:
<@>

CTOFenrir says:
<Sec Team> @::Arms phaser rifles, take position around the AT::

XOBryant says:
@CSO: Lt. Teasley, start doing tricorder scans please

CO_Tealk says:
*XO* : Number one?

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Aye sir

XOBryant says:
@*CO* Aye sir?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The AT materializes on the planet, about two kilometers from the base of a large mountain; they find themselves in a meadow-like setting

CO_Tealk says:
*XO* : How are things down there?

CSO_Joe says:
@::looks at the mountain in front of him::

TO_Wilks says:
@::opens tricorder and begins to get readings::

CEO_Ross says:
::Stands and begins strolling around the bridge, monitoring the bridge activities::

CTOFenrir says:
::Still scanning the area::

XOBryant says:
:::Can't help it, just has to tweak the vulcan in the captain a little::: @*CO* Planetary, sir

CO_Tealk says:
::laugh out loud:: *XO* : Thank you, Number one.. Tealk out..

XOBryant says:
@*CO* Away team out

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Commander?

CTOFenrir says:
<Sec Team> @ ::Looking around::

XOBryant says:
@CSO: Yes Lt?

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : So Chief..  How did the SB personnel do?

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: This mountain is made of a very interesting rock

OPSRegnum says:
::returns to scanning::

XOBryant says:
@CSO: and why is it so interesting?

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: you are picking that up too?

OPSRegnum says:
::starts receiving tricorder data from the surface::

CSO_Joe says:
@TO:Yes

CEO_Ross says:
CO:  Sir, they got most of the pieces in the right places, but they completely missed a field coil generator, EP Peon and the staff are replacing it

CEO_Ross says:
<EO>

FCO_Vrayl says:
::notices a minor gravity fluctuation and compensates::

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Figures.. When will i see this ship without some kind of object needing repair? ::smiles::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: We could use the minerals in these as an alternate fuel source

XOBryant says:
@CSO: would it be more efficient than Deuterium?

TO_Wilks says:
@:: puts long range info transmitter on top of tricorder::

XOBryant says:
@TO: any life signs?

CEO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir, we'll get the bugs out of her before long, she'll be 100 years old and still fit as a fiddle as the day she was commissioned, I'll not let anything happen to her!!

TO_Wilks says:
@XO:not as of yet

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: I don't know, I'll have to run some tests

XOBryant says:
@Away team: Well, folks, let’s take us a little walk so Joe can collect some rocks, shall we?

CSO_Joe says:
@TO: Could you take a shot at the rocks, please?

XOBryant says:
@SEC OFF 1: you take point, make sure the crickets or whatever those darn bugs are don't ambush us.

TO_Wilks says:
@CSO: yes sir

XOBryant says:
@TO: NO!!!

SO-McMer says:
CO: Sir, I'm getting something odd here. The probe data and ship’s sensor data doesn't match.

TO_Wilks says:
@XO: why sir?

OPSRegnum says:
::looks ot the sensor data:

XOBryant says:
@CSO: if you wanna shoot rocks you go back to the ship and do it behind a containment field!

CEO_Ross says:
::Walks over to the Eng1 Console and keys in his security code, monitors the computers diagnostic completion list::

CTOFenrir says:
@<SEC Team> ::Standing on guard::

CO_Tealk says:
SO : Reason?

SO-McMer says:
CO: Checking sir, it has to do with the mountain in the area of the away team.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Sorry sir

SO-McMer says:
CO: There is a pattern to it!

CO_Tealk says:
*XO* : Number one, we're picking up some disparities from the readings from the mountain..  You  picking anything up?

XOBryant says:
@CSO: if you want to blow something up lets make sure we aren't included ok?

CO_Tealk says:
SO : You've got my attention Mr. McMer.. Can you identify the pattern?

SO-McMer says:
CO: See here sir, the probe data is showing fluctuations at this frequency....

CO_Tealk says:
::moves to the Science console::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Aye sir

XOBryant says:
@*CO* Aye sire we  have noted some anomalies, investigating now

CO_Tealk says:
::looks at his SO:: SO : In English, please?

TO_Wilks says:
@XO: could it be that these rocks aren't really rocks?

SO-McMer says:
CO: This is much too regular to be just coincidence. Permission to compare data with the away team?

CO_Tealk says:
*XO* : Be careful.. OPS : Maintain a constant lock on the AT at all times..

CEO_Ross says:
CTO:  Still clear on sensors?

CTOFenrir says:
CEO: I am not detecting any other ships or lifeforms within range sir

XOBryant says:
@TO: I don't know really should have paid more attention at the geology seminar last week I guess instead of hitting on the female lecturees

CEO_Ross says:
CTO: Very well, is the Transporter keeping a hard lock on the AT?

OPSRegnum says:
XO: Acknowledged  ::attempts positive lock::

CTOFenrir says:
CEO: Yes, OPS is coordinating with TR 1 for the lock

TO_Wilks says:
@XO: you should do a comedy act in the lounge sir, you are killing me ::laughs::

SO-McMer says:
*CSO: Sir, I suddenly show a regular power fluctuation in the rock of the mountain. Please confirm.

CSO_Joe says:
@*SO*:I confirm

XOBryant says:
@:::giggles a little::: all: ok lets get to work, and get some work done here

SO-McMer says:
*CSO*: Did the away team take any action to cause this?

CSO_Joe says:
@*SO*: We're investigating now, ensign

TO_Wilks says:
@:: opens medical kit and takes out med tricorder::

XOBryant says:
@TO: anything unusual?

TO_Wilks says:
@XO: i am checking if these rocks are biological

OPSRegnum says:
::is fidgety::

CEO_Ross says:
CO: Sir, the AT has been directed to a mountain where an energy reading has been picked up by the ships sensors

CO_Tealk says:
::waiting for data from the AT::

CSO_Joe says:
@::wonders what the TO is saying::

SO-McMer says:
::Running pattern comparisons against probe data::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::makes another course correction, starts pondering improvements to the field coil project::

CEO_Ross says:
FCO:  Mr. Vyralle, change orbital path to geo stationary over the AT's position

XOBryant says:
:::Looks at the CSO with a grin::: CSO: now if that rock is alive and Lt. Wilks shot it, don't you think it might get a little up set?

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: can you scan to see if these rocks are living?

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Very well.. I'll be on my RR.. If anything happens, you know where i am.. ::gets up and heads out::

CEO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir!

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Yes sir

FCO_Vrayl says:
::looks at CEO::

SO-McMer says:
*TO*: Sir, I see no sign of known life.

FCO_Vrayl says:
CEO: Aye sir.

XOBryant says:
@CSO: Why don't we get a sample and send it back up to the ship for analysis?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::Adjusts orbit, begins recalculating system path::

CNS_Sodak says:
::Heads for TR1 with medkit::

CTOFenrir says:
<Sec Team> ::Looking around the landscape::

SO-McMer says:
*XO*: Can you do a high-resolution scan of your area to see if there is some machinery around there that you might have activated?

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: What if these rocks are alive?

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: Can you adapt your sensors to do a medical a scan for a virus of something?

XOBryant says:
:::wonders why people that are holding Tricorders keep asking him that::::

SO-McMer says:
*TO*: Stand by.

XOBryant says:
@CSO: That’s what that little thingy in your hand is for Lt. Teasley, so you can tell me that!

SO-McMer says:
::Searching computer for medical profiles for scan, consulting the MO for further advise::

XOBryant says:
@SO: will do ensign

CEO_Ross says:
::Sits in the CO's Chair, begins reading his PADD::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Sorry sir

CSO_Joe says:
@::scans rocks::

SO-McMer says:
*XO*: Roger sir, passing virus profiles from the medical lab now.

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: anything yet?

XOBryant says:
@CSO: would you please do a high resolution scan?  We need to see if its machinery or the rocks that are doing this, and then I think we should walk over to the big hill.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Aye sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The scans are inconclusive as to the nature of the rocks; indications indicate they are most likely not biological

FCO_Vrayl says:
::keys some inspirational warp field dynamics into a PADD::

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: ensign?

SO-McMer says:
*TO*: Yes sir?

OPSRegnum says:
::receives data from the tricorders of the AT, sees that the scans are inconclusive::

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: Can you adapt your sensors to do a medical a scan for a virus of something?

CO_Tealk says:
::gets a Vulcan Spice Tea from the replicator::

CO_Tealk says:
::starts looking through the personality profiles::

CEO_Ross says:
CTO:  Are the energy readings on ships sensors the same as the AT's position?

SO-McMer says:
*TO*: Sir, ship's sensors are not well adapted to such high resolution scanning. Your sensors are the ground  perform better in this function.

TO_Wilks says:
@XO: my tricorder is not picking up anything to suggest that these rocks are biological

TO_Wilks says:
@*SO*: Thank you

SO-McMer says:
::Performing triangulations  on emissions from planet::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: The rocks are not biological

CTOFenrir says:
CEO: The ship’s readings and the AT readings do not match sir

XOBryant says:
@CSO& TO : so where is the frequency noise coming from?  Where is the signal strongest?

OPSRegnum says:
::hears a beep on the console, turns to look::

CEO_Ross says:
CTO:  Transmit azimuth and range to XO Bryant, advise the AT they are at the wrong coordinates!

OPSRegnum says:
CEO: Sir, I've lost transporter lock on the Away Team

EO_Peon says:
::see's that the new generator malfunctioned:::

CEO_Ross says:
@*XO*: Status Report, we have lost Transporter lock

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: The signal could be coming from anywhere

EO_Peon says:
::Gose to scan it to see what happened to it::

CTOFenrir says:
*XO* Sir, our readings suggest you are at the wrong coordinates

CO_Tealk says:
::sitting nice and quiet on his RR::

XOBryant says:
@CSO: hmmmm, well, play with that thingy till it gets a little more specific will ya?

FCO_Vrayl says:
::taps a few more warpfield mods into his PADD before verifying the orbit again::

OPSRegnum says:
::works like frantic to get a transporter lock::*EO* OPS to Engineering, I need more power to the Targeting Scanners

XOBryant says:
@*CTO* Acknowledged, I think we are gonna get to the bottom of this though.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Please don't mock me, sir. I don't like it

EO_Peon says:
*OPS*:how much power do you need??

OPSRegnum says:
*EO* Enough to get a lock on them, I can't get a lock on the Away team

XOBryant says:
@CSO: why don't you and Lt. Wilks spread out a little, and see if you can't get a better idea of exactly where its coming from?

CEO_Ross says:
::Stands and goes to Sci1 console, *XO*: According to the ships sensors you are 400 meters from the energy reading azimuth 297 degrees from your current position

TO_Wilks says:
Sec team: scan for other oddities

TO_Wilks says:
<@>

CEO_Ross says:
*CO*  Captain to the bridge!

EO_Peon says:
::gives OPS all the power he needs::

XOBryant says:
@CSO: sorry I am not mocking you just a little frustrated.

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: Aye sir

CO_Tealk says:
::sips a little more tea::

CSO_Joe says:
@XO: That's ok, sir

CTOFenrir says:
@<SEC Team> ::Pulls out tricorders and begin scanning as ordered::

CEO_Ross says:
*Shipwide intercomm* : Yellow Alert!

CO_Tealk says:
::almost gasps when the call comes:: *CEO* : :: mumbles:: On my way..

OPSRegnum says:
::Still can't get a lock on them::

EO_Peon says:
::Tells the duty officer to repair the malfunction in the generator::

XOBryant says:
@Sec Team: each of you accompany one of the other two and make sure that nothing happens to them ok?  Oh and one of you give me your phaser rifle.

OPSRegnum says:
::notices Yellow Alert::

SO-McMer says:
::Continuing pattern recognition attempts on planet's emissions. Finally, in frustration, patches signal through Universal Translator::

CO_Tealk says:
::arrives at bridge:: CEO : Report..

CTOFenrir says:
<SEC OFF1> @XO: Then i would be unarmed sir

CEO_Ross says:
CO: Sir, we have registered an energy reading other than the one first reported to the AT, and we have lost transporter lock, the ship is on yellow alert!

CTOFenrir says:
::Raises shields as per yellow alert status requires::

OPSRegnum says:
CO: We can't get a lock on the Away Team

EO_Peon says:
::sees the yellow alert light's:::

XOBryant says:
@Sec off 1: you didn't bring a hand phaser?

CO_Tealk says:
CEO : Communications?

OPSRegnum says:
*XO* Artemis to Bryant, do you copy?

OPSRegnum says:
CO: Checking sir

XOBryant says:
@Sec Off 1: never mind; I will be fine with my trusty type two.

CTOFenrir says:
<SEC OFF1> XO: No sir

CEO_Ross says:
CO:  They are on-line, I have not received a reply to my position advisal from XO Bryant as yet!

EO_Peon says:
::the malfunction in the generator is fixed by the duty engineer::

CSO_Joe says:
@::thinks of a way to increase the range of his tricorder::

FCO_Vrayl says:
::realigns geo-orbits with AT::

XOBryant says:
@*OPS* please re send, I didn't get all of that

OPSRegnum says:
*XO* Artemis to XO, do you copy?

CSO_Joe says:
@::takes the power cells out of his phaser rifle::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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